
Game Project - Typing Attack

Learning Outcomes:

● Design and create the typing game “Typing Attack”.

● Put your knowledge of PVectors to the test. 

REMEMBER: Put up your hand. We love to help!

Revision topics before starting:

✅ Classes

✅ Arraylists

✅ PVectors

✅ Load from Text File

✅ Keyboard Input
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Game Concept

In this game there will be waves of enemies coming towards the player. Each 

enemy will have a word associated with it and the player must type the word in 

order to kill the enemy. Each wave of enemies will get harder and harder. More 

enemies will start spawning as well as bigger enemies with longer words 

associated with them. You can see this game at the following link:

https://www.typinggames.zone/typingattack
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Game Rules

Here are some rules in the game that will help you when writing the code:

● The enemies must spawn off screen and move towards the player’s 

position.

● The player must press a key that is associated with the first letter of one of 

the enemies.

● One letter is deleted from the enemy word per key press.

● The player must finish typing the word they are currently on before 

moving on to another enemy to type another word.

● Each wave must increase in difficulty.

https://www.typinggames.zone/typingattack
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Challenge 1

Add in mothership enemies that are larger than normal enemies and

have longer words associated with them. These enemies should only

pop up every now and again in the harder waves of enemies.

Now would be a great time to save

your sketch if you haven’t already

Tasks 

Create a Player class and draw the player over the left side of the canvas.

Create an Enemy class that is set to move towards the player’s position.

Download the “ThreeLetterWord.txt” from the following link:

https://www.theacademyofcode.com/s/ThreeLetterWords.txt

Load in and set a random word from the text file to 

each enemy that spawns.

Create an arraylist of enemies. Start off by only adding two or three 

enemies to the arraylist and then add more for each wave as the game gets 

progressively harder.

Add a method to your Player class that will delete a letter from an enemy 

when a key is pressed. The Player should fire a projectile and the letter 

should not be deleted until the projectile has hit the enemy. See the “Game 

Rules” section for more information on this.

https://www.theacademyofcode.com/s/ThreeLetterWords.txt

